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Abstract 
Kolster, M., On torsion in K2 of fields, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 74 (1991) 
257-273. 
Recent results of Mercurjev-Suslin and Levine relating the torsion and the cotorsion of K, and 
K, of a field F to Galois-cohomology are used to express the p-torsion in K,(F) ( p # char F) in 
terms of the cyclotomic Z,-extension of F. 
Introduction 
The fundamental results of Mercurjev-Suslin [7,11] relating the torsion and 
cotorsion of the K, of a field F to Galois-cohomology can be summarized in the 
following exact sequence (part of this being due independently to Levine [4,5]): 
Here H’(F, l ) denotes Galois-cohomology, K3(F)nd = K,(F) /im( KY(F)) is the 
undecomposable K3 of F and n is not divisible by char F. 
In particular, for any prime p # char F and any n L 1 the elements of exponent 
p’* in K,(F) are determined via a short exact sequence 
O-, K3(F)JK3(F)$ H’(F, p;$ ,nK,(F)+O. 
If F contains t-c,,,, H ‘(F, pF,f) z pp,, @ F* and c#+, is explicitly described via 
&,(6&W = {&“Y 21. 
If F does not contail, pP,,, let E,, = F( &,,,), G,, = Gal(E,,lF). If p is odd, G,, is 
cyclic for all n, whereas for p = 2, G,, may be noncyclic for large n. This is the 
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exceptional case (cf. [3]). In the nonexceptional case the above sequence is easily 
replaced by the following: 
where k3(F)nd is the torsion-free part of K3(F)nd and ‘y,, is explicitly given in the 
following manner: since HO(G,l, pptl 63 Ez /p( E,,)) turns out to be trivial, we have 
where N,# denotes the cohomological norm on pPPa Qp Ez l&E,,). In particular, 
Tr E IF ’ pt2KZ(E,,k+ p” K?(F) is onto. For odd p this is all due to Mercurjev [6], 
but” his methods easily extend to the case p = 2, provided we are in the 
nonexceptional case. Passing to the direct limit, let G, = lim G,l, E, = li,m E,, , c 
W = 1% pp,,. Then there is a short exact sequence 
O-+Q,IZ,@ K,(F)+(W@ E:)Gx-+ K,(F)(p)-+O, 
which is very well known for global fields [12.13]. 
In Section 2 we concentrate on the exceptional case, which-as always-is 
much harder. Still the results (Theorem 2.11, Theorem 2.12) are only slightly 
more complicated, the idea being to replace W C3 E ,* by (W C3 EJ, which is the 
kernel of 1 @O ‘l\rE-,F, acting on W 63 E 2, where F, is the fixed field : i” ‘complex 
conjugation’. 
As an application we obtain in Section 3 a description of ihe deviation from 
Galois-descent for the K, of the largest pro-cyclic pro-p-subextension F, of E,: 
There is an exact sequence 
(rX = Gal( FJ F)), which for an arbitrary number field F reduces to 
(for an interpretation of the kernel in terms of Iwasawa-theory cf. [2]). 
Further applications towards the structure of the tame kernel of an arbitrary 
number field and its relation to Iwasawa-theory will be given in a subsequent 
paper. 
1. The nmexceptional case 
Let F be a field and p a prime, p #char F. Let K3(F)nd denote the undecom- 
posable K,, i.e. K3(F)nd = K,(F)lim(Ky(F)). The structure of this group is well 
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understood (cf. [4,5,7]). Moreover, there is a short exact sequence 
o- K,(F)“,IK,(F)$ H’(F, p;If,$ ,nK 2 (I++0 
(cf. [k 71). 
Let E,, = F( 5,,, ) and G,, = cJal( E,, IF). Since E,, contains pP,, we have 
H1(E,,,~~~)~~~,,~E,Tandthemap~,~isgivenby~,,(5,,,~z)={5,,,,z}.If~is 
odd, Mercurjev [6] has shown that H’(F, $!) z ( pP,, 63 Ez)Gtl and that 
(p/,t, 03) E,; )‘” = N( pPP1 C3 E,: ), where N denotes the cohomological norm. The 
map 4,, then is given by +,&V’( 5,,, 09 z)) = TrE,,,P{ 5,,, , r } . In this section we briefly 
recall Mercurjev’s proof and extend it to the case p = 2, provided F is not 
exceptional. Recall that F is exceptional if p = 2 and E,,/ F is noncyclic for large n 
(cf. ]31). 
Assume in the following that E,, + F. If p is odd, G,, is cyclic, generated by C, 
such that a( &,,,) = S”,,,. If [E,, : F] = s, then as = 1 mod p” and Mercurjev [6] and 
Saltman [9] have observed that a can be chosen such that as # 1 mod p’? 
If p = 2 and F is nonexceptional, G,, is again cyclic and either i E F or 
&A. - G E F for some k 2 3. Let k 2 3 be maximal such that either &k- 1 or 
& - & are in F. Then a generator CT of G,, acts on J& by a( &p) = ($, where 
a = +l+2k-1. In this case [E,, : F] = s = 2r’-k+1 and again as $1 mod 2”’ ‘. Thus 
the proof of the following lemma af Mercurjev [6], stated in [6] only for odd 
primes, carries over to the case p = 2, F nonexceptional. We shall refer to the 
nonexceptional case if either p is odd or p = 2, F nonexceptional. 
Lemma 1.1 (Mercurjev [6]). In the nonexceptional case let X be any p-torsion free 
G,,-module. Then for all i 2 0 and all t relatively prime to p, the cohomology 
groups Hi(G,,, $‘i 8 X) vanish. Cl 
The starting point for all further calculations is the following commutative 
diagram induced from the inflation-restriction sequence: 
If p is odd, Lemma 1.1 immediately implies that H’(G,, , $f) = 0 for i = 0,l and 
hence H’(G,, , C_LI,, 0 E,T ) = 0 as well (cf. [6, Lemma 31). Thus in this case the 
diagram (*) reduces to isomorphisms 
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On the other hand, the diagram 
is commutative as well and hence we obtain the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.2 (Mercurjev [6]). If p is odd, there is a short exact sequence 
O+ K,(F),,IK,(F);;-,&,~ @ E,;)Gn$ ,,aK,(F)-+O, 
where y,,(N( Jpn @ 2)) = $,,IF( &P, z>- 
In particular, TrEnIF : pRK2(E,1)-, ,,,K?(F) is onto. Cl 
Assume now that p = 2, but F still nonexceptional. Recall that k 13 was chosen 
to be maximal with [E, : F] = 2 and that n L k. Since E,* lp,,* is 2-torsion free, 
Lemma 1.1 implies that there are isomorphisms H’(G,, , /+ @ k,* ) s H'(G, , pp) 
for i = 0,l. The situation in diagram (*) is described as follows: 
Theorem 1.3. If p = 2, F nonexceptional, all vertical arrows in (*) are iso- 
morphisms. 
Proof. Let x,, = &,, @I &. Then N(x,,) = xrWk” by the definition of k and more- 
over x,~ 
zk--1 
“‘-’ represents the nontrivial element in HO(G,, , &). On the other hand, 
x,1 represents the nontrivial element in H ‘(G,, , p:?). The theorem then follows 
from the following two computations. q 
Lemma 1.4. cor(x,,)2k-’ # 1 in H’(F, p:?). 
Lemma 1.5. xznmk @m(res). 
Proof of Lemma 11.4. Let t = n - k + 1. Thus 2’ = 1 G,, 1 and x2”-’ = &)I 8 c2’. Let G 
be the absolute Galois-group of F and H the absolute Galois-group of E,, . Under 
the Kummer-isomorphism p2n Q9 E,T 7 H’(E,,, pp), xzk-’ corresponds to the 
character 
Let c be any lifting of g to G. Then 6” is in H and (+2’lE,,+, generates 
Gal(E,,+,lE,J since E,,+,lF is again cyclic. Thus 
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which is a generator of H ‘(G,, , &?). 
Now using the explicit description of the car given e.g. in [S, 3.21, it is easy to 
see that 
(car x)(6) = x(~“> mod 1 - coboundary , 
thus corx#l. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 1.5. We adopt the notation of the previous proof. If f is any 
1-cocycle on G and T E G, we have 
i-l 
f(2) = n f(7)” for all i 2 0 , 
j=O 
hence in particular 
2’-1 
f(6”) = I-J f(6)“’ = N( f(6)) , 
j=o 
so (res f)(&‘l) = .&f(t?)), which proves the claim. Cl 
Corollary 1.6. Let p = 2, F nonexceptional, x, = & 8 &. Then there is a com- 
mutative diagram of isomorphisms 
Since Tr EJFU2” 7 524 = 1 we have cor(x,) E ker 4n, hence in K3(F)ndlK3(F)zi. 
Since cor(x,) is not a square in H ‘(F, &?), it generates a direct summand of , 
order 2k in K,(F),,I K,(F)::. By [7] the p-torsion of K3(F),d is isomorphic to 
H’(F, QP/ZF2), which in our case (p = 2, F nonexceptional) is cyclic of order 2k, 
since the absolute Galois-group acts trivially on & but not on &?+ I. Hence, if 
&(F)nd denotes the torsion-free part of K,(F),,, we have a short exact sequence 
O*cor(x,)+ K3(F)ndlK3(F)il+ Z?3(F)nd/k3(F)~~--+0. 
Hence we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.8. If p = 2 and F nonexceptional, there is a short split exact sequence 
where Y&V &n @ [z])) = TrEnIF{ 12tl 8 z j l 
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113 particular, TrE,IF : &(E,,)* ,X2(F) is surjective. Cl 
Of course we can reformulate Proposition 1.2 in exact y the same way, since for 
p odd: K,( F)J p) s ( r_cP” @ pP,I)Gn, hence 
split exact. 
Let E, = U ,, E,, , G, = lim G,* and W = lim Pi,, . In passing to the limit we 
obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.9. In the nonexceptional case there is a split short exact sequence 
Oja,l;z,~K,(F)~~j(WQ,E~~)GxqK~(F)(p)j~. q 
Or course this is more or less well known. If F is a glcbal field, we have 
KS(F),, torsion in characteristic >O and &(F)nd z Z?, where r2 is the number of 
pairs of conjugate complex embeddings of F in the number field case. Thus for 
global fields Theorem 1.9 is essentially the ‘Main Conjecture’ of [ 121, proved in 
El31 . 
2. The exceptional case 
Throughout this section we assume that p = 2 and F is exceptional. We start 
with the special case that EJF is quadratic, hence G, cyclic of order 2 generated 
by - : &,. +& = &‘. Let 
(~z,,@E,,)-=ker(l@3N,,,: ~Z”Q3E,T+&8F*). n 
Hilbert 90 shows that 52” 8 z E ( pJ,, 0 E,J if and only if 52” 0 z = & @ $ y2n-1 
with w E E,T , y E F*. Clearly ( p2n Q9 E,,)- C ( p,, @ E,: )Gn and the deviation 
_ between these groups is determined as follows: 
Lemma 2.1. (1) If -- 1 @NE,,,,(E,*), then 
( p2n 8 E,l )- = (&I, 8 E,* )G,l . 
(2) If - 1 = NE ,F(u), th e cokernel of ( y,,, 8 EJ + ( p2,1 @ E,: )Gtt is of order 2, 
generated by &,, 6$ u . (1 + CT” )‘“-‘. 
roof. Assume J2,, @ z = 12” 82-l E ( p,, 8 Ez )““. Then c2,, @ z is not in 
( p211 63 Er )- if and only if &, 8 NE Jz) is nontrivial and from the kernel n 
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of j~,n 8 F” ---) j.+ @ E; . Now this kernel is of order 2 generated by 
&,, @ 1 NE ,F( 1 + &,,)2’1-i, which proves the lemma. Cl I, 
Proposition 2.2. The image of res : H ‘(F, &?)+ ( pztl Q9 E,*; )cn is equal to 
( 112” @ E,z)_* 
Proof. Any element &, 8 5 y”‘-’ E ( p,,, (23 EJ is equal to N( &,, 8 w) . (- 169 y), 
hence in the image of res, since - 1 C3-y comes from the composite 
Assume then that - 1 = NE,J u) and let u = 14 l ( 1 + &,, )“‘- ’ . The extension 
E,,( “‘I/Q lF is cyclic and a similar computation as in the proof of Lemma 1.5 
shows that &,, @ u $im(res). Cl 
From the inflation-restriction-sequence we have the following diagram: 
O+H’(G,,, ,u;f)zH’(F, ,u;‘)=(/+@E,,)-+O 
Remark 2.3. Along the same lines as in the proof of Lemma 1.4 one can show 
that H ‘(G,, , 1~;:) is in the image of the corestriction if and only - 1 E NE,J E,: ). 
We observe that 
and from the commutative diagram 
H’(F, p;:)+ 2nK2(F) 
t t 
H’(F, py2) + &(F) 
II 
we see that the generator of H ‘(G,,, &?) is mapped to { - 1, - l} in h,(F). SO we 
have to distinguish two cases: 
l’heorem 2.4. Assume F exceptional, G,, cyclic of order 2. Then 
(1) If (-1, -1) = 1 in K,(F), we have an exact sequence 
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(2) If t-1, I - 1) # 1 in K,(F), we have an exact sequence 
O~K,(F),,IK,(F)Z,“,~(~2n~E,,)-~z,,KI(F)l({-l. -l})+(I). 
In both cases 
y,,(&C3f y2”-‘)=Tr~,,,F{52”, w}*{-1, y} mod ((-1, -1)). 0 
We turn to the general case: Let F be exceptional and k 13 be maximal such 
that [E, _ I : F] = 2, and we assume n 2 k. Thus G,, = Gal( E,] / F) is noncyclic. Let 
4, = Gal(E,,lE,__,) generated by (T: a( &) = 5fSn, a = 1 + 2k+*. Let I” = 
Gal(E,_ ,lF), generated by -. Thus G,, = & x F’ and we let Fl = Ef + for each 
k 5 I 5 n. Thus we have the following situation: 
We first relate H’(F, &?z) to H’(F,,, &?)Cd via the inflation-restriction-sequence. 
We have the following commutative diagram: 
O- H’(c,, /A;:)% H’(F, ,I.$?)= H’(F;, ,uF+ Ho& P?) 
I 
‘OrFnlF 
H’(F,, ,up)s H’(F,,, /.AY)‘~ 
Let us fix the following notations: 
=n = corFnIF( y,) = car E,,l&H) E H’(F, ELF) * 
Theorem 2.5. res induces an isomorphism 
On torsion irl K2 of fields 
Proof. We have 
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a(r,, ) = &n 69 ( 1 + &l)” 
=r,,=(&8t), wheret= (ll~i,‘n)u. 
2” 
Now i = &‘, l t, hence if we define s = t l ~$!-R1”2, we obtain S = 
and t - s l &‘$2-1)/‘. We obtain 
s, hence s E F,* 
Since s E F,, , the extension E,( “‘ti) lF,, is dihedral, which easily implies 
corE,, ,,J & 63) s) = 1, hence 
d-1 
( ) + 4Y,,) = Y,, l [corEn,Fn( 52n @ 524 2 
Claim. corEnIF,,( & 8 124 = y,Z,. 
Proof. We have 
hence yi = ccq,&f,) = ~or~,,~,,( 12n@ 12” )- 
Hence from ( + ) we obtain a( yi) = y”,2. Since a = 1 + 2”- I, we conclude that 
Y:-k E H’(F,,, ,up)rn 
and 
thus 
zikB1 E ker res, ,I ,F = H*(&, pp) . 
Claim. zfk-’ # 1. 
Proof. Since k 2 3 we can write 
Z2k-’ = n 1 corF,,iF(yfi)]2’-‘= [COrE,l,F(c2n 8 &rl)]2k-2 
= Cor&_,/F ocor&I&_, ( &n 8 62” )2kb2 
Let w = car &,/&._,( 52” ’ 62n)‘“-” From Lemma 1.4 we conclude that w has order 
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4. Furthermore, w = W, hence res,l_l,,(z,,)“-’ = JV~~_,,~(W) = CC = w2 # 1, 
hence zi”-’ Z 1. 
Thus upon dividing H’(F, &‘) by the cyclic group of order 2’ generated by z,, 
we obtain an exact sequence 
Cklir?~. YT-” $im(res, J. 
Proof. We have a commutative diagr;lm 
H1(F, &‘) + H’(F,,, &‘) 
of restriction maps. Since res, , F ( y,, ) = APE iF (r, ) = <ya 8 {p, we obtain 
res EnIF,, (vy) = &,I 8 5 ” n ,h, which is io(in the irnigi of resE,IEk_, by Lemma 1.5, 
hence the claim. 
Since (y,J’n = (yin-‘), we obtain an lsomorphism 
H’(F, p$‘f)I(z,~)--, H’(F,, y’$‘)rnl( y,>rn - 
To finish the proof of the theorem, we have to show that 
or-equivalently-that 
is injec”ve 
where the bottom map is an isomorphism as a consequence of Lemma 1.1, and 
the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism, since ( y,, ) and ~7 are isomorphic as 
c1 -modules. Cl 
Since Tr E,,I&“, 1 + &) = 1 
K;(F),,f K,(F):;. 
in K2(F) the subgroup ( z, ) is contained in 
As in the nonexceptional case we see that in fact (z , ) 
generates the 2-torsior-subgroup of K,(F),,: just note that by the definition of k, 
lH”(F, QJ&)l = 2”, since G, acts trivially on py, but nontrivially on pg 1. Thus 
we obtain the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.6. In the noncyclic exceptimal case there is a spk short exact s~q~m~*e 
o-, K,(F) i&(~)~~ +(H’(F,,. ,@)I( yi#* ,X,(F)-,O. q 
Let F, = U F, be the cyclotomic &-extension of F with F_ = Gal(F, iF). 
Passing to the limit we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.7. There Ls a split short exact sequence 
0-,Q21E,~K,(F),,jH1(F,, QJZ”“)rx-, K(F)(2)+0. j 
Again, let ( IS_~ 8 E,,)- = ker( 10 NE,,,F, ). From Proposition 2.2 we have a sFlo 
exact sequence 
which yields the following exact sequence: 
Lemma 2.8. -I@ czk + zzk E [( /+ @ E,,)-lfn is not in the image of H'(& , &‘)? 
Proof. Let (&3)E,)-=ker(l@NE,,F,: ~#3E,~-+@3F,~). 
Since Fn acts trivially on H’(r+, pp) we have H’(T+, r_~g’)~” = H’(T+, &‘) 
and H’(Fn, H1(T+, pp)) s H’(r+, p?). We look at the following commutative 
diagram: 
Since u(-l@c2k +,k)=(-1@-1)(-1@~2k +,I.) and -18-l is nontrivial it-~ 
p2 8 Fz , whereas it is trivial in p, Q9 E,: , we see that the element - 163 &k + $ 
maps onto the nontrivial element of H’(T+, py7) in the bottom row, hence in the 
top row as well. cl 
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Proof. Since the composite map 
H’(T,, p’f$+H’(r,l, (py@E,)-)+H% ,p@E,:) 
is an isomorphism, the first map is injective, which proves the claim. 0 
Combining Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.9 we obtain the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.10. Let B, be the subgroup of ( pZn 63 EJ generated by kn 09 pL2” and 
- 18 & + &. Then there is a short exact sequence 
O-+H’(T+, ,u$+[H’(F,, ~~)l(~,)l’“j((~~n~E,)-IB,_)~~jO. 
cl 
From Corollaries 2.6 and 2.10 we get the description of the 2-torsion in K,(F) 
in terms of [( P,,~ 0 E,,)-lB,]? 
Theorem 2.11. In the exceptional case: 
(1) If (-1, -l} = 1 in K,(F), we have an exact sequence 
(2) If (-1, -1) # I in K,(F), we have an exact sequence 
O+ &(F),,J&(F): + [( kn 8 E,JIBJm 
&,nK,(F)I((-1, -l})-+O. 0 
Note that we do not have an explicit description of ‘y, in this case. 
Passing to the direct limit we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.12. In the exceptional case: 
(1) If (-1, -1) = 1 in K,(F), there is an exact sequence 
O+P/2Z-,a,lZ,@9&(F) ,,,-y+[(w@E,)-]‘;l( -18&k +3;k) 
+ K,(F)(2)-+0. 
(2) If { - 1, - 1) # 1 in K2( F), there is an exact sequence 
O-&/Z, 8 &(F) ,,d’ [(w 8 E,)--Jr=/ ( - 18 &k + &k) 
+K,(F)(2)l({-1, -1})+0. q 
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3. Galois descent for cyclotomic Z,-extensions 
We continue to assume that p is a prime different 
_ _ 
E, = 
from char F, E,l = F( &), 
U,, En. Let F, be the largest pro-cyclic pro-p-extension of F contained in 
E,. Assuming F # F,, F, is the cyclotomic BP-extension of F, and we let I?= = 
Gal(F_JF). 
Theorem 3.1. There is an exact sequence 
Proof. We look at the following commutative diagram for the nonexceptional 
case: 
noting that H’( G,, W 8 Ez ) = 0 as a consequence of Lemma 1.1. 
Applying the snake lemma we obtain 
O-, (Q,/z, @ K,(F,),,)rx~Q,~~, 8 K3(F),,d+ K2(F)( p) 
+‘K,(F~(P)~=+H~(T,, ~,f~,C3'K,(P;,),,)--+O. 
The theorem in the nonexceptional case then follows from the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. There are canonical isomorphisms 
H’(L QJE, 63) KJF&,J-I) Hi+‘& &(F,)) , all i 2 1 . 
Proof. As usual this is obtained from the short exact sequence 
on noting that Z[ j] being uniquely p-divisible implies the vanishing of 
HK, h[f]@ &(F&) f or all n 11 and furthermore that ZJ3(F_Jnd satisfies 
Galois descent (cf. [7, Corollary 4.11]), hence (k3(Fx),JL z K3(F)nd. Cl 
iFor the exceptional case we Lse the results of Theorem 2.7 to obtain a 
commutative diagram 
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O-~Q,lZ,o9 K3(F)nd)- H’(F,, Q,/Z~2)‘;- K,(Ww-+O 
1 II 1 
0~(~2/722~K3(Fr)nd)rx-*H1(F,,~2/~~2)fx-~ K,(FJ(2)‘; 
--, H’(T,, Q24@ &(F,),J--+ H’(T,, H’(F,, Q2LZ3) 
Again, the result will follow from the snake lemma and Lemma 3.2 provided we 
can show that 
is the zero map. 
Since H*(T,, Cl@, 8 K#‘,),J z H’(T,, &F-J) by Lemma 3.2, hence is 
2-divisible, it will suffice to show that H’(T,, H’(F,, Q21H~2)) has exponent 2. 
This follows from the next two lemmas and finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Lemma 3.3. H’(C, H’(F,, Q,/Z~2)) = H’(r,, (w @I E-J-). 
Proof. We have an exact sequence (from Section 2) 
O--,H’(r+, Q21i2F2)+ H’(F,, QzlZ;*)+(W@3 E,)-4) 
which yields 
by the results of Section 2, hence 
o- H’(r,, H*(F,, Q2/HF2))+ H’(F,, (W @ EJ-) 
+ H2(L H ‘(r +, Q,/zy)) . 
But the latter group is zero, since H’(T+, Q2/ZF2) has order 2. Cl 
Lemma 3.4. H ‘(III, ( W @ EJ) has exponent 2. 
Proof. We have a short exact sequence 
~~(~~E,)--,w~E,~w~F,~o 
which yields 
O-,[(W@E,)-]L+(W@E 2 )‘-+(W@F )rx z 
-+H’(T,, WCC,)-)-+O, 
since H ‘(F%, W 63 E,) = 0 as a consequence of Lemma 1.1. Cl 
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We shall see below (Corollary 3.6), that in fact H’(T,, (W 8 EJ) vanishes. 
Extending the exact sequence used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 further to the 
right we obtain in the nonexceptional case: 
and in the exceptional case: 
H’(L K,(R))= H’(L (W@E,)-) l 
Based on Hilbert 90 for Kz [ll] we show the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.5. H ‘(TX, K,(F,)) = 0. 
Proof. We have H’(r,, K,(F,)) = lim H*(TJ,, KJF,,)), where F,, is the nth layer 
of FJF andq, = Gal( F,l IF). From-Hilbert 90 for K, (cf. [ 111) we obtain a 
commutative diagram 
o~kei~l-K~(~)~~~~)l;l 
O-, K2(FJ1-“+ K,(&) “\ K,(F) 
where u is a generator of qI. 
Hence TrF,,,F induces an injection 
H’(&, &(F,,))* ker i,, . 
For m > n we have a commutative diagram 
H’(&,, K,(F,)) + ker i, 
I I 
H*(T, y &(F,,)) -+ ker i,, 
where the vertical map on the right-hand side is raising to the power of p”‘-“, 
hence is the O-map for m large enough. Cl 
Corollary 3.6. In the exceptional case 
H’(T,,(W@E,)-)=o. 0 
The point of view of Galois-descent also gives an explanation of the factor 
( -18 L& + &) occurring in Theorem 2.12. Assume { -1, -I} # 1 in K2(Fx). 
Then taking Galois-invariants for the exact sequence in Theorem 2.12 yields 
O+ (Q,&) @ K,(F,),dL + [( W @ L)-lfx 
-+K,(F,)(W({-1, -l}jrx. 
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Now the cokernel of 
is generated by { - 1, &k + &k} , hence upon dividing [( w 8 El)jL by 
(-+8&k d-&k), we obtain 
which is then comparable to the sequence of Theorem 2.7. 
Similarly, if { - 1, -1) = 1 in k;(F,), we have 
and this time the cokernel of 
is mapped isomorphically onto ( - 1 @I 52~. + &k ) , which again explains this factor. 
Finally, let us look at an algebraic number field F. Let S consist of all infinite 
primes and of all primes dividing p and let OF denote the ring of S-integers in F. 
We use the notation On and OX ;or the corresponding rings in F,a and F,. Now the 
kernel and cokernel of KJF)-+ K,(F_Jrx coincide with the corresponding kernel 
and cokernel of 
hence are finite. To see that the cokernel is finite, note that K2(Q)+ K,(O,,)rn 
has a cokernel which is bounded independent of n. Since the cokernel is finite and 
divisible, it is trivial. Hence we obtain the following theorem: 
This slightly generates a result of Coates [2] by removing assumptions on roots 
of unities contained in F. It also gives an interpretation of the kernel in terms of 
K-theory rather than in terms of Iwasawa-theory as in [2]. 
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Further applications towards the structure of the tame kernel and its relation to 
Iwasawa-theory for arbitrary number fields will occur in a subsequent paper. 
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